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The City Becomes a Symbol - William Stivers
2017-08
"This book covers the U.S. Army's occupation of
Berlin from 1945 to 1949. This time includes the
end of WWII up to the end of the Berlin Airlift.
Talks about the set up of occupation by fourpower rule."--Provided by publisher
Berlin - Rory MacLean 2014-02-13
The first single-volume biography of Berlin, one
of the world's great cities - told via twenty-one
portraits, from medieval times to the twenty-first
century. A city devastated by Allied bombs,
divided by a Wall, then reunited and reborn,
Berlin today resonates with the echo of lives
lived, dreams realised and evils executed. No
other city has repeatedly been so powerful and
fallen so low. And few other cities have been so
shaped and defined by individual imaginations.
Through vivid portraits spanning five centuries,
Rory MacLean reveals the varied and rich
history of Berlin, from its brightest to its darkest
moments. We encounter an ambitious prostitute
the-city-in-the-city-berlin-a-green-archipelago

refashioning herself as a princess, a Scottish
mercenary fighting for the Prussian Army,
Marlene Dietrich flaunting her sexuality and
Hitler fantasising about the mega-city Germania.
The result is a uniquely imaginative biography of
one of the world's most volatile yet creative
cities.
Berlin Tales - Helen Constantine 2009-06-25
Berlin Tales is a collection of seventeen
translated stories associated with Berlin. The
book provides a unique insight into the mind of
this fascinating city through the eyes of its storytellers.Nearly twenty years after the fall of the
Berlin Wall, the stories collected here reflect on
the city's fascinating recent history, setting out
with the early twentieth-century Berlin of
Siegfried Kracauer and Alfred Döblin and
culminating in an excellent selection of stories
from the best of the new voices in the current
boom in German fiction. They are chosen for
their conscious exploration of the city's image,
meaning, and attraction to immigrants and
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tourists as well as Berliners fromboth sides of
the Wall. These stories also depict Berlin's
distinct districts, not just the differences
between East and West but also iconic sites such
as Alexanderplatz, individual neighbourhoods
(Jewish Mitte, Turkish Kreuzberg) and individual
streets.There is an introduction and notes to
accompany the stories and a selection of Further
Reading. Each story is illustrated with a striking
photograph and there is a map of Berlin and its
transport system (a frequent motif). There is an
introduction and notes to accompany the stories
and a selection of Further Reading. The book
will appeal to people who love travelling or are
armchair travellers, as much as to those who
love Berlin.
Berlin Now - Peter Schneider 2014-08-05
An intellectual tour of present-day Berlin
explores its vibrant, heterogeneous culture and
includes coverage of its thriving artistic
communities, rapidly evolving metropolis and
disparate Eastern and Western views on work,
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food and love. By the author of The Wall Jumper.
(This book was previously listed in Forecast.)
Berlin Rising - Anthony Read 1994-06-01
The City & The City - China Miéville 2009-05-26
NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY THE LOS ANGELES TIMES, THE
SEATTLE TIMES, AND PUBLISHERS WEEKLY.
When a murdered woman is found in the city of
Beszel, somewhere at the edge of Europe, it
looks to be a routine case for Inspector Tyador
Borlú of the Extreme Crime Squad. To
investigate, Borlú must travel from the decaying
Beszel to its equal, rival, and intimate neighbor,
the vibrant city of Ul Qoma. But this is a border
crossing like no other, a journey as psychic as it
is physical, a seeing of the unseen. With Ul
Qoman detective Qussim Dhatt, Borlú is
enmeshed in a sordid underworld of nationalists
intent on destroying their neighboring city, and
unificationists who dream of dissolving the two
into one. As the detectives uncover the dead
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woman’s secrets, they begin to suspect a truth
that could cost them more than their lives. What
stands against them are murderous powers in
Beszel and in Ul Qoma: and, most terrifying of
all, that which lies between these two cities.
BONUS: This edition contains a The City & The
City discussion guide and excerpts from China
Miéville's Kraken and Embassytown.
A Women's Berlin - Despina Stratigakos 2008
"Despina Stratigakos is assistant professor of
architecture at the University at Buffalo, State
University of New York."--BOOK JACKET.
L'allemagne Politique Depuis La Paix De
Prague (1866-1870) - 2020-03-09
Towers in the City - Hans Kollhoff 2021-06
The book examines the tower as the
architectural expression of a long-term
commitment to the city. The conclusion is that
development must be driven not only by
property value and architectural ingenuity but
also by respect for collective memory and
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common humanity. The book argues that these
public commitments find architectural
expression in a radically different tectonic to
that of contemporary patterns of development.
The volume presents a series of prompts,
provocations, and projects to address the
challenge of designing a tower that can be
understood as a monolithic whole, even if
assembled from discrete parts.
Berlin Airlift - Jon Sutherland 2007-06-21
In June 1948, Joseph Stalin halted all road and
rail traffic in to and out of the Allied sector of
Berlin and cut off all electricity to the city. The
only route into Berlin was by means of three
twenty-mile-wide air corridors across the Soviet
zone of Germany. Thus the wartime allies of
Britain, France and the USA realized that the
only option open to them was to supply the
beleaguered West Berlin by air transport and so
started one of the most dramatic events of the
twentieth century. The airlift started in June,
1948. At the beginning there were three loading
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airfields: Rhein Main and Wiesbaden in the
American zone, and Weinstorf in the British
zone. By September of 1948 the airlift was
transporting a massive tonnage of supplies into
Berlin, including coal, food, medical supplies and
all the other necessities of life. A mixed fleet of
aircraft plodded their endless path to and from
the city. Both Ex-planes and pilots were dragged
out of retirement. In September 1948 the
Russian military threatened to force down
western aircraft if they flew outside the 20-mile
wide corridors but by March 1949 a total of
45,683 tons of supplies per week were being
flown into Berlin. In April Russia finally
announced her intention to end the blockade.
City of Women - David R. Gillham 2013-05-07
Hiding her clandestine activities behind the
persona of a model Nazi soldier's wife at the
height of World War II, Sigrid Schroeder dreams
of her former Jewish lover and risks everything
to hide a mother and two young children who
she believes might be her lover's family. A first
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novel.
Los Angeles - Reyner Banham 1971-06
A pioneering architectural study of the seventymile-square city and the historical process which
has made it unique as a human settlement.
Nights in the Big City - Joachim Schlör
2016-04-15
This elegantly written book describes the
evolving perception and experience of the night
in three great European cities: Paris, Berlin, and
London. As Joachim Schlör shows, the lighting
up of the European city by gas and electricity in
the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
brought about a new relationship with the night
for both those who toiled at work and those who
caroused in restaurants, pubs, and cafes. Nights
in the Big City explores this change and offers a
stirring portrait of the secrets and mysteries a
city can hold when the sun goes down. Sifting
through countless police and church archives
alongside first-hand accounts, Schlör sets out on
his own explorations with a head full of histories,
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exploring the boulevards and side-streets of
these three great capitals. Illustrated with
haunting and evocative photographs by, among
others, Bill Brandt and André Kertész, and filled
with contemporary literary references, Nights in
the Big City is a milestone in the cultural history
of the city.
Berlin Book Three - Jason Lutes 2018-09-04
"Originally serialized in the comic book 'Berlin,'
in issues 17 through 22, published by Drawn &
Quarterly"--Copyright pag
Berlin: Life and Death in the City at the Center
of the World - Sinclair McKay 2022-08-23
Sinclair McKay's portrait of Berlin from 1919
forward explores the city's broad human history,
from the end of the Great War to the Blockade,
rise of the Wall, and beyond. Sinclair McKay's
Berlin begins by taking readers back to 1919
when the city emerged from the shadows of the
Great War to become an extraordinary by-word
for modernity—in art, cinema, architecture,
industry, science, and politics. He traces the
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city’s history through the rise of Hitler and the
Battle for Berlin which ended in the final
conquest of the city in 1945. It was a key
moment in modern world history, but beyond the
global repercussions lay thousands of individual
stories of agony. From the countless women who
endured nightmare ordeals at the hands of the
Soviet soldiers to the teenage boys fitted with
steel helmets too big for their heads and guns
too big for their hands, McKay thrusts readers
into the human cataclysm that tore down the
modernity of the streets and reduced what was
once the most sophisticated city on earth to
ruins. Amid the destruction, a collective instinct
was also at work—a determination to restore not
just the rhythms of urban life, but also its fierce
creativity. In Berlin today, there is a growing
and urgent recognition that the testimonies of
the ordinary citizens from 1919 forward should
be given more prominence. That the housewives,
office clerks, factory workers, and exuberant
teenagers who witnessed these years of
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terrifying—and for some, initially
exhilarating—transformation should be heard.
Today, the exciting, youthful Berlin we see is
patterned with echoes that lean back into that
terrible vortex. In this new history of Berlin,
Sinclair McKay erases the lines between the
generations of Berliners, making their voices
heard again to create a compelling, living
portrait of life in this city that lay at the center
of the world.
Berlin - Barney White-Spunner 2021-05-04
The intoxicating history of an extraordinary city
and her people—from the medieval kings
surrounding Berlin's founding to the world wars,
tumult, and reunification of the twentieth
century. There has always been a particular
fervor about Berlin, a combination of excitement,
anticipation, nervousness, and a feeling of the
unexpected. Throughout history, it has been a
city of tensions: geographical, political,
religious, and artistic. In the nineteenth-century,
political tension became acute between a city
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that was increasingly democratic, home to Marx
and Hegel, and one of the most autocratic
regimes in Europe. Artistic tension, between free
thinking and liberal movements started to find
themselves in direct contention with the formal
official culture. Underlying all of this was the
ethnic tension—between multi-racial Berliners
and the Prussians. Berlin may have been the
capital of Prussia but it was never a Prussian
city. Then there is war. Few European cities
have suffered from war as Berlin has over the
centuries. It was sacked by the Hapsburg armies
in the Thirty Years War; by the Austrians and the
Russians in the eighteenth century; by the
French, with great violence, in the early
nineteenth century; by the Russians again in
1945 and subsequently occupied, more benignly,
by the Allied Powers from 1945 until 1994. Nor
can many cities boast such a diverse and
controversial number of international figures:
Frederick the Great and Bismarck; Hegel and
Marx; Mahler, Dietrich, and Bowie. Authors
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Christopher Isherwood, Bertolt Brecht, and
Thomas Mann gave Berlin a cultural history that
is as varied as it was groundbreaking. The story
vividly told in Berlin also attempts to answer to
one of the greatest enigmas of the twentieth
century: How could a people as civilized,
ordered, and religious as the Germans support
first a Kaiser and then the Nazis in inflicting
such misery on Europe? Berlin was never as
supportive of the Kaiser in 1914 as the rest of
Germany; it was the revolution in Berlin in 1918
that lead to the Kaiser's abdication. Nor was
Berlin initially supportive of Hitler, being home
to much of the opposition to the Nazis; although
paradoxically Berlin suffered more than any
other German city from Hitler’s travesties. In
revealing the often-untold history of Berlin,
Barney White-Spunner addresses this quixotic
question that lies at the heart of Germany’s
uniquely fascinating capital city.
Berlin Now - Peter Schneider 2014-08-07
On the 25th Anniversary of the fall of the Wall, a
the-city-in-the-city-berlin-a-green-archipelago

legendary Berliner tells the inside story of the
city. Over the last five decades, no other city has
changed more than Berlin: divided in 1961,
reunited in 1989, it has become Europe's most
vibrant melting-pot of artists, immigrants and
entrepreneurs. Blending memoir, history,
anecdote and reportage, Peter Schneider takes
us behind the scenes there - looking at
everything from life under the Stasi and the
difference between East and West Berliners' sexlives to the city's night-life, politics and hidden
quirks - and reveals what makes Berlin the
uniquely fascinating place it is.
A Woman in Berlin - Anonymous 2006-07-11
A wartime journal by a reporter and editor living
through the Russian occupation of Berlin
includes her observations of resident survival in
the face of starvation, no water, and freezing
conditions; the mass rapes endured by the city's
women; and the corruption of Berlin citizens by
their Russian occupiers. Reprint. 35,000 first
printing.
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X-Ray Architecture - Beatriz Colomina 2019-03
X-Ray Architecture explores the enormous
impact of medical discourse and imaging
technologies on the formation, representation
and reception of twentieth-century architecture.
It challenges the normal understanding of
modern architecture by proposing that it was
shaped by the dominant medical obsession of its
time: tuberculosis and its primary diagnostic
tool, the X-ray. Modern architecture and the Xray were born around the same time and evolved
in parallel. While the X-ray exposed the inside of
the body to the public eye, the modern building
unveiled its interior, dramatically inverting the
relationship between private and public.
Architects presented their buildings as a kind of
medical instrument for protecting and enhancing
the body and psyche. Beatriz Colomina traces
the psychopathologies of twentieth-century
architecture--from the trauma of tuberculosis to
more recent disorders such as burn-out
syndrome and ADHD--and the huge
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transformations of privacy and publicity
instigated by diagnostic tools from X-Rays to
MRIs and beyond. She suggests that if we want
to talk about the state of architecture today, we
should look to the dominant obsessions with
illness and the latest techniques of imaging the
body--and ask what effects they have on the way
we conceive architecture. --Publisher's website.
Buried City, Unearthing Teufelsberg Benedict Anderson 2017-07-06
Cities are built over the remnants of their past
buried beneath their present. We build on what
has been built before, whether over foundations
formalising previous permanency or over the
temporal occupations of ground. But what
happens when you shift a city - when you
dislodge its occupation of ground towards a new
ground, bury it and forget it? Focusing on
Berlin’s destruction during World War II and its
reconstruction after the end of the war, this
book offers a rethinking of how the practices of
destruction and burial combine to reform the
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city through geography and how burying a city is
intricately tied to forgetting destruction,
ruination and trauma. Created from 25 million
cubic meters of rubble produced during World
War II, Teufelsberg (Devil's Mountain) is the
exemplar of the destroyed city. Its critical
journey is chronicled in combination with
Berlin’s seven other rubble hills, and their
connections to constructing forgetting through
burial. Furthermore, the book investigates
Berlin’s sublime relation to Albert Speer’s urban
vision to rival the ancient cities of Rome and
Athens through their now shared geographies of
seven hills. Finally, there is a central focus on
the role of the citizens who cleared Berlin’s
streets of rubble, and the subsequent human
relationships between people and ruins. This
book is valuable reading for those interested in
Architectural Theory, Urban Geography, Modern
History and Urban Design.
Memory Culture and the Contemporary City
- Uta Staiger 2009-10-29
the-city-in-the-city-berlin-a-green-archipelago

These essays by leading figures from academia,
architecture and the arts consider how cultures
of memory are constructed for and in
contemporary cities. They take Berlin as a key
case of a historically burdened metropolis, but
also extend to other global cities: Jerusalem,
Buenos Aires, Cape Town and New York.
Here in Berlin - Cristina Garcia 2017-10-01
Long–listed for the Andrew Carnegie Medal for
Excellence * A New York Times Book Review
Editor's Choice "Here in Berlin is one of the
most interesting new works of fiction I've read . .
. The voices are remarkably distinct, and even
with their linguistic mannerisms . . . mark them
out as separate people . . . [This novel] is simply
very, very good." —The New York Times Book
Review Here in Berlin is a portrait of a city
through snapshots, an excavation of the stories
and ghosts of contemporary Berlin—its complex,
troubled past still pulsing in the air as it was
during World War II. Critically acclaimed
novelist Cristina García brings the people of this
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famed city to life, their stories bristling with
regret, desire, and longing. An unnamed Visitor
travels to Berlin with a camera looking for
reckonings of her own. The city itself is a
character—vibrant and postapocalyptic, flat and
featureless except for its rivers, its lakes, its
legions of bicyclists. Here in Berlin she
encounters a people's history: the Cuban teen
taken as a POW on a German submarine only to
return home to a family who doesn’t believe him;
the young Jewish scholar hidden in a
sarcophagus until safe passage to England is
found; the female lawyer haunted by a childhood
of deprivation in the bombed–out suburbs of
Berlin who still defends those accused of war
crimes; a young nurse with a checkered past
who joins the Reich at a medical facility more
intent to dispense with the wounded than to heal
them; and the son of a zookeeper at the Berlin
Zoo, fighting to keep the animals safe from both
war and an increasingly starving populace. A
meditation on war and mystery, this an exciting
the-city-in-the-city-berlin-a-green-archipelago

new work by one of our most gifted novelists,
one that seeks to align the stories of the past
with the stories of the future. "Garcia’s new
novel is ingeniously structured, veering from
poignant to shocking . . . Here in Berlin has
echoes of W.G. Sebald, but its vivid, surprising
images of wartime Berlin are Garcia’s own."
—BBC Culture, 1 of the 10 Best Books of 2017
Seeing Trees - Sonja Dümpelmann 2019-01-08
A fascinating and beautifully illustrated volume
that explains what street trees tell us about
humanity’s changing relationship with nature
and the city Today, cities around the globe are
planting street trees to mitigate the effects of
climate change. However, as landscape historian
Sonja Dümpelmann explains, this is not a new
phenomenon. In her eye-opening work,
Dümpelmann shows how New York City and
Berlin began systematically planting trees to
improve the urban climate during the nineteenth
century, presenting the history of the practice
within its larger social, cultural, and political
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contexts. A unique integration of empirical
research and theory, Dümpelmann’s richly
illustrated work uncovers this important untold
story. Street trees—variously regarded as
sanitizers, nuisances, upholders of virtue,
economic engines, and more—reflect the
changing relationship between humans and
nonhuman nature in urban environments.
Offering valuable insights and frameworks, this
authoritative volume will be an important
resource for years to come.
In The End, It Was All About Love - Musa
Okwonga 2021-03-03
The narrator arrives in Berlin, a place famed for
its hedonism, to find peace and maybe love; only
to discover that the problems which have long
haunted him have arrived there too, and are
more present than ever. As he approaches his
fortieth birthday, nearing the age where his
father was killed in a brutal revolution, he drifts
through this endlessly addictive and sometimes
mystical city, through its slow days and
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bottomless nights, wondering whether he will
ever escape the damage left by his father’s
death. With the world as a whole more
uncertain, as both the far-right and global
temperatures rise at frightening speed, he finds
himself fighting a fierce inner battle against his
turbulent past, for a future free of his fear of
failure, of persecution, and of intimacy. In The
End, It Was All About Love is a journey of loss
and self-acceptance that takes its nameless
narrator all the way through bustling Berlin to
his roots, a quiet village on the Uganda-Sudan
border. It is a bracingly honest story of love,
sexuality and spirituality, of racism, dating, and
alienation; of fleeing the greatest possible pain,
and of the hopeful road home.
Remaking Berlin - Timothy Moss 2020-09-29
An examination of Berlin's turbulent history
through the lens of its water and energy
infrastructures. In Remaking Berlin, Timothy
Moss takes a novel perspective on Berlin's
turbulent twentieth-century history, examining it
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through the lens of its water and energy
infrastructures. He shows that, through a
century of changing regimes, geopolitical
interventions, and socioeconomic volatility,
Berlin's networked urban infrastructures have
acted as medium and manifestation of municipal,
national, and international politics and policies.
Moss traces the coevolution of Berlin and its
infrastructure systems from the creation of
Greater Berlin in 1920 to remunicipalization of
services in 2020, encompassing democratic,
fascist, and socialist regimes.
Berlin - Barney White-Spunner 2021-08-05
As Germany marks the thirtieth anniversary of
its unification since the end of the Cold War,
international bestselling-author Barney WhiteSpunner celebrates the history of one of
Europe's greatest cities.
Die Stadt in der Stadt - Oswald Mathias Ungers
2013
In the manifesto The City in the City - Berlin: A
Green Archipelago, Oswald Mathias Ungers and
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a number of his colleagues from Cornell
University presented the first concepts and
intellectual models for the shrinking city. In
contrast to the reconstruction of the European
city that was popular at the time, they developed
the figure of a polycentric urban landscape.
However, the manifesto really began to exert an
effect beginning in the 1990s onwards, when the
focus of the urban planning discourse turned to
the examination of crises, recessions, and the
phenomenon of demographic shrinking. This
critical edition contains a previously unpublished
version of the manifesto by Rem Koolhaas, as
well as interviews with co-authors Rem
Koolhaas, Peter Riemann, Hans Kollhoff, and
Arthur Ovaska. Introductory texts explain the
development of the manifesto between Cornell
and Berlin, position the work in the planning
history of Berlin, and reveal its influence on
current approaches. FLORIAN HERTWECK,
born in Bonn in 1975, is associate professor for
architectural design, architectural theory, and
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urban planning in Versailles, and an associate in
the planning office Hertweck Devernois.
SEBASTIEN MAROT, born in Paris, France, in
1961, is founding member of the "Ecole
d'architecture de la ville et des territoires
Marne-la-Vallée" and visiting professor at
numerous universities including the ETH Zürich
and Harvard.
Creating the Unequal City - Talja Blokland
2016-04-14
Cities can be seen as geographical imaginaries:
places have meanings attributed so that they are
perceived, represented and interpreted in a
particular way. We may therefore speak of
cityness rather than 'the city': the city is always
in the making. It cannot be grasped as a fixed
structure in which people find their lives, and is
never stable, through agents designing courses
of interactions with geographical imaginations.
This theoretical perspective on cities is currently
reshaping the field of urban studies, requiring
new forms of theory, comparisons and methods.
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Meanwhile, mainstream urban studies
approaches neighbourhoods as fixed socialspatial units, producing effects on groups of
residents. Yet they have not convincingly shown
empirically that the neighbourhood is an entity
generating effects, rather than being the
statistical aggregate where effects can be
measured. This book challenges this common
understanding, and argues for an approach that
sees neighbourhood effects as the outcome of
processes of marginalisation and exclusion that
find spatial expressions in the city elsewhere. It
does so through a comparative study of an
unusual kind: Sub-Saharan Africans, second
generation Turkish and Lebanese girls, and
alcohol and drug consumers, some of them
homeless, arguably some of the most
disadvantaged categories in the German capital,
Berlin, in inner city neighbourhoods, and middle
class families in owner-occupied housing. This
book analyses urban inequalities through the
lens of the city in the making, where
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neighbourhood comes to play a role, at some
times, in some practices, and at some moments,
but is not the point of departure.
BERLIN A City Divided - Susanne Buddenberg
2012-07
Re-imaging the City - Somaiyeh Falahat
2013-12-09
Somaiyeh Falahat investigates the spatial and
morphological logic of pre-modern Middle
Eastern and North African cities, so-called
“Islamic cities”. She bases her argument on the
fact that the city and consequently its form and
structure, similar to other human products, have
deep roots in the thought-structure of the
people. Thus, to know such places properly, one
has to refer to this life-world and use it as a
structure to observe the city. This approach aims
at opening new levels of understanding of the
city by grasping indigenous concepts and
structures; it puts forward claims for the
possibility of a new method of analysis. The
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author studies the historic city of Isfahan as the
case study and suggests that an indigenous
term, Hezar-Too, can explain the complexity of
the city, which has been interpreted as
labyrinthine and maze-like accounting for the
essence of the city and its form in an appropriate
way. Looking at the city from this new point of
view can help in observing it in its context and
subsequently in discovering its real character.
Berlin - Rory MacLean 2014-10-21
Why are we drawn to certain cities? Perhaps
because of a story read in childhood. Or a
chance teenage meeting. Or maybe simply
because the place touches us, embodying in its
tribes, towers and history an aspect of our
understanding of what it means to be human.
Paris is about romantic love. Lourdes equates
with devotion. New York means energy. London
is forever trendy. Berlin is all about volatility.
Berlin is a city of fragments and ghosts, a
laboratory of ideas, the fount of both the
brightest and darkest designs of history's most
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bloody century. The once arrogant capital of
Europe was devastated by Allied bombs, divided
by the Wall, then reunited and reborn as one of
the creative centers of the world. Today it
resonates with the echo of lives lived, dreams
realized, and evils executed with shocking
intensity. No other city has repeatedly been so
powerful and fallen so low; few other cities have
been so shaped and defined by individual
imaginations. Berlin tells the volatile history of
Europe's capital over five centuries through a
series of intimate portraits of two dozen key
residents: the medieval balladeer whose
suffering explains the Nazis' rise to power; the
demonic and charismatic dictators who schemed
to dominate Europe; the genius Jewish chemist
who invented poison gas for First World War
battlefields and then the death camps; the iconic
mythmakers like Christopher Isherwood, Leni
Riefenstahl, and David Bowie, whose heated
visions are now as real as the city's bricks and
mortar. Alongside them are portrayed some of
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the countless ordinary Berliners who one has
never heard of, whose lives can only be
imagined: the Scottish mercenary who fought in
the Thirty Years' War, the ambitious prostitute
who refashioned herself as a baroness, the
fearful Communist Party functionary who helped
to build the Wall, and the American spy from the
Midwest whose patriotism may have turned the
course of the Cold War. Berlin is a history book
like no other, with an originality that reflects the
nature of the city itself. In its architecture,
through its literature, in its movies and songs,
Berliners have conjured their hard capital into a
place of fantastic human fantasy. No other city
has so often surrendered itself to its own
seductive myths. No other city has been so
shaped and defined by individual imaginations.
Berlin captures, portrays, and propagates the
remarkable story of those myths and their
makers..
Berlin - Barney White-Spunner 2020-10-29
There is a particular frisson about Berlin, a
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combination of excitement, anticipation,
nervousness and the unexpected. Through all its
life it has been a city of tensions. Its position, on
the frontier of Europe, on the 'Mark', where
Christianity met paganism, where the Huns met
the Slavs, where Europe met Russia and where
fertile land met the sands, swamp and forests of
Pomerania and Prussia, gave Berlin a
geographical tension. It was also long a city of
religious tension, between a largely Lutheran
people and a Calvinist government. In the
nineteenth-century political tension became
acute between a city that was increasingly
democratic, home to Marx and Hegel, and one of
the most autocratic regimes in Europe. Artistic
tension, between free thinking and liberal
movements, once championed by monarchs like
Frederick the Great, started to find themselves
in direct contention with the formal, some would
say stultifying, official culture. Underlying all
this was the ethnic tension, between multi-racial
Berliners and the Prussians; Berlin may have
the-city-in-the-city-berlin-a-green-archipelago

been the capital of Prussia but it was never a
Prussian city. Then there is war. Few European
cities have suffered from war as Berlin has. It
has been sacked by the Hapsburg armies and
the Swedes in the 30 Years War; by the
Austrians and the Russians in the eighteenth
century; by the French, with great violence, for
nearly eight years in the early nineteenth
century; by the Russians again in 1945 and
subsequently occupied, more benignly, by the
Allied Powers from 1945 until 1994. Nor can
many cities boast such a diverse and
controversial number of international figures.
Apart from the Electors, Kings and Kaisers,
several of whom like The Great Elector and
Frederick the Great are deservedly international
figures in their own right, with accompanying
statesmen like Bismarck, a cast that boasts
Schinkel and Gropius; Hegel and Marx; Mahler
and Hoffman; Dietrich and Bowie; Lieberman
and Köllwitz; Isherwood, Brecht, Wolf and Mann
gives Berlin a cultural history that is as varied as
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it was ground-breaking. In the story of Berlin
also lies at least part of the answer to one of the
greatest enigmas of the twentieth century. How
could a people as civilised, ordered and religious
as the Germans support first a Kaiser and then
the Nazis in inflicting such misery on Europe?
Berlin was never as supportive of the Kaiser in
1914 as the rest of Germany; it was the
revolution in Berlin in 1918 that lead to his
abdication and Germany suing for peace. Nor
was it as supportive of Hitler, being home to
much of the opposition to the Nazis, although
paradoxically Berlin suffered more than any
other German city from Hitler's war. In
unwrapping the story of Berlin it is possible to
find at least a partial answer to this puzzling
question which lies partially in the unique,
curiously un-Germanic tradition of its capital
city.
City of Exiles - Stuart Braun 2015-05-27
Berlin: no man's land, frontier, a city adrift in
the sands of Central Europe. Destroyed, divided
the-city-in-the-city-berlin-a-green-archipelago

and held captive during a century of chaos and
upheaval, borderless Berlin has yet remained a
city where drifters, dreamers and outsiders can
find a place--and finally run free. In City of
Exiles, Stuart Braun evokes the restless spirits
that have come and gone from Berlin across the
last century, the itinerants who are the source of
the Berliner Luft, the special free air that infuses
this beguiling metropolis.
City of Objects - Designs on Berlin - William
Alsop 1992
Documentation of an entry in the Potsdamer
Platz/Leipziger Platz competition.
Berlin. City Without Form - Philipp Oswalt
2021-02-15
Berlin was shaped by the events of the twentieth
century in a process of "automatic urbanism."
More than any other metropolis, the city
absorbed the forces of that epoch -- modernity,
fascism, two world wars, Stalinism, socialism,
the Cold War, revolt, capitalism -- and gave them
form. This book shows how even today, opposed
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ideological, political, economic, and military
forces continue to produce unplanned structures
and activities and urban phenomena beyond the
categories of urban design and architecture that
conceal rich potential. Berlin reveals particularly
clearly phenomena that have shaped urban
development in the twentieth century in other
places as well: conglomeration, collision of
borders, -destruction, void, mass, metabolism,
and simulation. The present book, which caused
a sensation when first published in German
twenty years ago, is now being published in
English for the first time. Its surprising and
informative analysis of -Berlin as a prototype of
the modern city destroys the ideologies of heroic
modernity as well as the new nationalisms and
shows how the modern city "as found" can
become the point of departure for new forms of
context-specific architecture and urban
planning.
Berlin - Karl Scheffler 2021-08-16
“Berlin is damned forever to become, and never
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to be.” Scheffler could not have anticipated that
his dictum would prove prophetic. No other
author has captured the city’s fascinating and
unique character as perfectly. From the golden
twenties to the anarchic nineties and its status
of world capital of hipsterdom at the beginning
of the new millennium – the formerly divided city
has become the symbol of a new urbanity,
blessed with the privilege of never having to be,
but forever to become. Unlike London or Paris,
the metropolis on the Spree lacked an organic
principle of development. Berlin was nothing
more than a colonial city, its sole purpose to
conquer the East, its inhabitants a hodgepodge
of materialistic individualists. No art or culture
with which it might compete with the great
cities of the world. Nothing but provincialism
and culinary aberrations far and wide. Berlin:
“City of preserves, tinned vegetables and allpurpose dipping sauce.”
Berlin - Jason Lutes 2020-05-20
Twenty years in the making, this sweeping
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masterpiece charts Berlin through the rise of
Nazism. During the past two decades, Jason
Lutes has quietly created one of the
masterworks of the graphic novel golden age.
Berlin is one of the high-water marks of the
medium: rich in its well-researched historical
detail, compassionate in its character studies,
and as timely as ever in its depiction of a society
slowly awakening to the stranglehold of fascism.
Berlin is an intricate look at the fall of the
Weimar Republic through the eyes of its
citizens—Marthe Müller, a young woman
escaping the memory of a brother killed in World
War I, Kurt Severing, an idealistic journalist
losing faith in the printed word as fascism and
extremism take hold; the Brauns, a family torn
apart by poverty and politics. Lutes weaves
these characters’ lives into the larger fabric of a
city slowly ripping apart. The city itself is the
central protagonist in this historical fiction.
Lavish salons, crumbling sidewalks, dusty attics,
and train stations: all these places come alive in
the-city-in-the-city-berlin-a-green-archipelago

Lutes’ masterful hand. Weimar Berlin was the
world’s metropolis, where intellectualism,
creativity, and sensuous liberal values thrived,
and Lutes maps its tragic, inevitable decline.
Devastatingly relevant and beautifully told,
Berlin is one of the great epics of the comics
medium.
Berlin - Rory MacLean 2015-10-13
Why are we drawn to certain cities? Perhaps
because of a story read in childhood. Or a
chance teenage meeting. Or maybe simply
because the place touches us, embodying in its
tribes, towers and history an aspect of our
understanding of what it means to be human.
Paris is about romantic love. Lourdes equates
with devotion. New York means energy. London
is forever trendy. Berlin is all about volatility.
Berlin is a city of fragments and ghosts, a
laboratory of ideas, the fount of both the
brightest and darkest designs of history's most
bloody century. The once arrogant capital of
Europe was devastated by Allied bombs, divided
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by the Wall, then reunited and reborn as one of
the creative centers of the world. Today it
resonates with the echo of lives lived, dreams
realized, and evils executed with shocking
intensity. No other city has repeatedly been so
powerful and fallen so low; few other cities have
been so shaped and defined by individual
imaginations. Berlin tells the volatile history of
Europe's capital over five centuries through a
series of intimate portraits of two dozen key
residents: the medieval balladeer whose
suffering explains the Nazis' rise to power; the
demonic and charismatic dictators who schemed
to dominate Europe; the genius Jewish chemist
who invented poison gas for First World War
battlefields and then the death camps; the iconic
mythmakers like Christopher Isherwood, Leni
Riefenstahl, and David Bowie, whose heated
visions are now as real as the city's bricks and
mortar. Alongside them are portrayed some of
the countless ordinary Berliners who one has
never heard of, whose lives can only be
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imagined: the Scottish mercenary who fought in
the Thirty Years' War, the ambitious prostitute
who refashioned herself as a baroness, the
fearful Communist Party functionary who helped
to build the Wall, and the American spy from the
Midwest whose patriotism may have turned the
course of the Cold War.Berlin is a history book
like no other, with an originality that reflects the
nature of the city itself. In its architecture,
through its literature, in its movies and songs,
Berliners have conjured their hard capital into a
place of fantastic human fantasy. No other city
has so often surrendered itself to its own
seductive myths. No other city has been so
shaped and defined by individual imaginations.
Berlin captures, portrays, and propagates the
remarkable story of those myths and their
makers..
Building the New Berlin - Elizabeth A. Strom
2001
Appraising the redevelopment of Berlin since the
late nineteenth century, Elizabeth A. Strom
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details how the contests between politicians,
bureaucrats, architects, and developers have
become especially prominent since reunification.
Whether addressing the historical struggle to
shape the city into the important world capital
that it is today, charting the (re)creation of
Berlin as a national government center, or
exploring the city's massive economic
restructuring, Building the New Berlin
illustrates the intimate relationship between
architecture and politics in an ongoing dialogue
about whom the city should serve. Strom
suggests that Berlin is a unique case study of
city building in the twentieth century due to
Berlin's turbulent battles over the central city,
the seat of national and local governance.
Nonetheless, these tensions provide fertile
ground for the study of the central questions of
urban political economy. Strom has fashioned an
accessible, well-written and perceptive study
that not only is a valuable addition to urban
development literature, but also provides a
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foundational understanding of the debate and
controversy in the planning of Berlin's city
center in the 1990s.
The City in Central Europe - Malcolm Gee
2019-01-04
First published in 1999, this volume explores
how the cities of central Europe, among them
Berlin, Budapest, Hamburg, Vienna and Prague,
went through a period of phenomenal growth
during the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Their rapid expansion and growing
economic importance made citizens aware of the
need to manage the fabric and culture of the
urban environment, while burgeoning
nationalism and the development of local and
international tourism constructed cities as
showcases for national and regional identity.
Competing visions of how city and nation should
represent themselves were advanced by
different social groups, by commercial interests
and by local and national political authorities.
Among the developments examined in this
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collection of essays are the campaign for the
architectural development of Hamburg;
international modernism and notions of the
garden city in Czechoslovakia; competition
among German cities as art centres; the role of
Wawel Hill in Kraków as a vehicle for Polish
nationalism; tourism in Austria-Hungary; Jewish
assimilation in Vienna; social control and
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cultural policy in Vienna; and the representation
of Berlin on film. The volume is introduced by
Malcolm Gee, Tim Kirk and Jill Steward who
provide an historical overview which establishes
a context for the exchange of ideas and
competition between the cities of central Europe
during this period.
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